ABSTRACC?‘.
Conjoint analysis, which embles a matzoget- to measure the i-elative ituportancc of u forest’s
r~~lrlridinlcl~siotlal
attribrctcs, is critically reviewed and assessed. Special artcution is given to the feasibility of
using conjoint unalysisfor measuring the utility of market and nonmarket
otttputsfrortl southem forests. Also,
(III applicarion to a case o f designing a nature and recreational park within a pine forest o f North Carolina is
presented. 771~ authors conclude that there are promising applications for coujoirlt analysis; however,
traditional validity testing, especiallyofsouthern nonindustrialprivateforest
owners.is necded.South.
J. Appl.
FOI-. 21(4/:lSO-186.

P .

ubltc and private southern forests produce multiple ben*. efits from outputs that are both traded and not traded in the
marketplace. Accurate accounting of both monetary and
nonmonetary benefits is needed by forest resource managers
and policy makers to evaluate the relative attractiveness of
alternative forestry-related plans and decisions. Pear-se and
Holmes (1993) reviewed the theory of nonmarket valuation
and alternative approaches for estimating the value of
nonmarket benefits produced by southern forests. Conjoint
analysis is critically reviewed and assessed in this paperas an
approach for accounting for both the monetary and nonmonetary benefits provided by southern forests.
Conjoint analysis is a marketing research technique most
commonly used for measuring individuals’ preferences toward alternative new product or service designs containing
multiple attributes (Wittink and Cattin 1989). Specifically,
the technique involves the measurement of the joint effect of
two or more product or service attributes on consumer preference. The technique has been used to value such natural
resource-related opportunities as waterfowl hunting trips
(Gan 1992, Gan and Luzar 1993). and nature and recreational
N OTE :
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parks (Zinkhan et al. 1994). The approach presented here can
measure nonmarket benefits in utility units from the perspective of either private landowners or users of forests. When
applied to cases in which landowners are concerned with
aesthetics, ecological integrity, and othernoumarket benefits
in addition to timber production, the approach can generate,
from the perspective of the landowner, utility measurements
for each competing forest management plan. When administered to visitors of forests, the approach is capable of supplying visitor utility-level estimates for each management scenario under consideration.
There are three basic approaches for measuring the
preferences of an individual or group: decomposition&
compositional, and decompositional/compositional (Green
and Srinivasan 1990). When applied to forestry, tmditional conjoint analysis is a decompositional approach in
which landowners or users rank or rate entire forest management scenarios relative to overall preference. It is
assumed that each forest management scenario can be
specified as an alternative bundle of attributes. Preference
data are decomposed into marginal utility estimates (or
part-worths, using the terminology of conjoint analysis)
for each level of each attribute. One practical problem
with this approach is that the number of forest management scenarios to rank or rate can become overwhelming,
and thus mentally complex (see Green 1984), as the number of attributes increase.

frl

conlrasl

~ili~n;tl
forest

lJSCrS

OppOScd

10 lhc dccomposirional a p p r o a c h , the cornp

approachr-elies

011 evaluarions I)\, the ladowners

of individual altribures

and arrribule

Or

levels--as

(0 tlaving tile I-cspondenls raie or rank full profiles of

IIlC forest al~err~atives.

I,nckofcontidrralionofirlter.cor-r-cl;rliorl

application su,,
ODesIs several imponanl sourhem

IIyberg’s

forcsr management problems 10 which conjoinr analysis can
be applied. Shelterwood, seed tree, and clearcut systems were
evaluated fora loblolly pine(Pil7l~.rtorrfn)
Carolina. A “lotrery” merhodology,

plantation in North

as opposed to conjoint

anion:._ :lflriburcs, however, is a si~nificanr problem wilh the
corri~)osilionaI approach (Green anti Sririivasan 1990). The

analysis, was used tomeasure Iheowners’ uriliryasa

d~~corrr~~osiIiorr~~l/~:~~r~~~~osilional

a funcrionofresidual basalarea). Wherireradoptin~

apj~ro:lct~cornbincsCienlenls

of 1~0~i~ rnerhods; the combinarion r‘ases rhe data collecrion

or

process when the number of ar~rihures is Iargz, and yer

would need

ir-ilcrcor-r-elsliorls

bct\~eenallriburcsareconsidei-cd

dcconlpositionai

cornponenr of~lre survey. Adapriveconjoinr

function

of such atlributes as timber income and aestherics (defined as
a

conjoint

analysis

approach,

the

fjyberg’s

professional

forester

10 accomplish two separate tasks:

wilhin the
-

Estimate the owner’s uriliry function relative 10 a set of

analysis, which is one of rhe methods described in [his paper,

relevant attributes, in &is case timber income and aesrhet-

is an ex;rrnple of this hybrid approncl\.

its.

After characlerizing

potenlial applicaIions of conjoint

analysis 10 sourher-n fores1 rnann~emcn~.
lhcn

Cv;ll~J:~te

Ihe alternative preference elicitaIion

Then, WC review an applicarion of adaptive
for esrimating

utiliry levels associared

conjoint analysis

\virh alrernative man-

hyporhetical private nature and recrearional park within the
pine (Pillus pol~rs~is)

foresls

Finally, we present our conclusions. wirh

of Nonh Carolina.
an emphasis on

guidance for future research and empirical resting.

Potential Sontfwrn Forest

Assess each forest management alremative relative to the
set of attributes.

methods.

s$cment plans from the perspecrivc of porcntial visitors 10 a
longieaf

-

we describe and

tilanasement

Al)plic,?tions

Subject io any operating or regularory

consrraints,

rhe

preferred forest management plan would be the one wirh the
anticipated atrributes
Estimating

Users’

that maximize an owner’s utility.

Utility

for

Nonmarket

Benefits

As emphasized by Pearse and Holmes (1993). benefit/
cost criteria for public forests with multiple outpurs are not
feasible without value estimates for rhe nonmarket benefits.

Private

income

forestland

from

information

visitors’

about

investors
use

the

of

interested

the

visitors’

in

resources

relative

capturing
also

need

preferences

for

alternative mixes of forest conditions. Such data can be

Conjoint analysis is an example of a molri-attribute utility

incorporated into the decision framework for both evalu-

model, any of which holds porenrial for use in at least two

ating natural resource plan alternatives from the perspec-

basic categories of southern forest manazemenr problems:

tive of potential users and establishing pricing levels for a
properly’s

-

Managerial applications in which IWO or more competing
forest management plans are evaluated

from the perspec-

tive of one or more owners (or manqers or planners) with
respect 10 multiple attribures, 31 least one of which is a
nonmarket
-

conjoint

analysis

to

natural

resource

management

prob-

lems have been oriented toward valuing nonmarket ben-efits

or

measuring

users’

utility

(e.3..

Mackenzie

1990,

1993, Gan 1992, Gan and Luzar 1993, Johnson et al. 1995,

benefit.

Markering applications in which uriiiry or willingness-topay (WTP) levels for one or more nonmarket benefits need

Louviere and Timmermans

1992, Adamowiczet al. 1994,

Holmes et al. 1996). Resburce

economisrs often adopt the

contingent valuation method lo value nonmarket benefits.

to be estimated.

The
Managerial

outputs.

Given these needs, most of the previous applications of

Applications

As noted by Boucher and MacSrrovic (1991. p. 3), the
“robustness [of multi-artribure

contingent

valuation

method

is

concerned

with

the

use of surveys or simulated markets to reveal respondents’
utility models] in dealins with

judgment has made [hem a narunl subsritute

for the limita-

maximum

willingness

to

pay

levels

for

nonmarket

efits. Although empirical testing of the relative

ben-

merits of

the two techniques is needed, Johnson et al. (1995, p- 23)

tions of the financial calculation.” For those managers desir-

hypothesized

ing lo integrate utility and financial considerations, a finan-

data may make it possible to devise more satisfactory tests

cial criterion such as net present value may serve as one of

of theoretical validity for both use and nonuse values.”

that

“the

comparative

richness

of

conjoint

several attributes within the multi-arrribure utility model.
There have been numerous applicarions

of multi-attribute

utility models IO forest manazemenr problems. Some have been
private-sector oriented [e.g., Hybers’s (1987) comparison of
forest mnnazement altemarives
nonindusrrial privale

relarivs to the utiliry function of

Preference
In

this

Elicitation

Methods

section,

decompositional,and

we
describe
compositional,
hybrid preferenceelicitation models in

more detail.

forest owners] and some public-sector

oriented [e.g., Teeter and Dyer’s (1986) adaptation 10 the comparison of strategies of forest fire management planners]. In a
similarapplication.ZinkhanandZinkhan(

1994)adaptedaform

The Compositional Method
To

apply

a

hybrid

preference

elicitation

method

to

a

forestry application, at least three phases of data colleclion

of conjoint analysis (0 elicit manager preference functions for an

must be undertaken with each respondent (see Green et al.

analysis of sourhem

1991).

agroforesrry alremarives.

The

first

two

phases

represent rhe compositional
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corn~~~~enl of rhe liybrid rnekhod; [he final phase COWiiSls of
the dCcor~tposilionai component.
In 1~1~1s~ I, each respondenr rank orders the levels witliin
e:~cll artribute. Consider rlrc potential narureand recrealion:~l
ll;“k in which one of llic relevant altributes is entrance Ice,
will> three lcveis under- investigation: %iO, 520, and S‘iO.
I:vcYyll~irlg

else tile sa1r1e, 3 rational rcspondcnr

~oultl

rzlnk-

(2)

A

=: number of allribulcs

x,i,

z: dummy variable, equal to 1if rhc park design being
considered has atrribure u at level I, or 0 orhcrwise

scr-its as follo\~‘s: I (for rhe $10 level), 2 (forlllC
5;20 level), 311d 3 (TOI 1I1e 530 levci).
III Phase 2, rhc rcspondenr is dirccred ro rate the imporI:~IKC of receiving ri>e most preferred level for each ;\Ilr ibulc (S; IO in this example) rarher tiian ihe least preferi-cd
level ($30). For example, the ACA (Adaptive Conjoint
Analysis) System markercd by Sawroorh Sofrware, Inc.
(Ke~chum, ID) directs rhe rcspondenr 10 rate the impor13nce o f t h e d i f f e r e n c e o n a 4-point scale: 1 (“not important 31 all”), 2 (“somewliat
important”), 3 (“very important”), anti 4 (“extremely impor-lanl”). Tiicoulpu~ of Phase
2 consists of a preference measure, termed a part-worrh,
for each icvcl of each artribule. The part-worrh is estirna[ed by rcscaling the product of the importance raring
and the rank order, so thal the r-arise of part-worths for a
given attribute is equal to the altribute’s importance rating
wfliie the sum of part-worths for a given attribute is set
equal to zero (Huber et al. 1993). The part-worth Qnf)
contributed by level 1 of artribure n is (Green 1991):

L - i independent variables are needed (or each attribute
t o eslimstc the p a r t - w o r t h . Consider ihe cask of desisrling
the nature and recreational park, wirh fwo aur-ibures under
investigation: entrance fee (auribuie I ) and theoppoflunicy IO
visit a red-cockaded woodpecker (RC\V) colony site in the
company of a park ranger (attribute 2). Under investigation
arc three entrance-fee levels-$10 (attribute I, level I), $20
(srtribure I, level 2). and $30 (artribure 1, level 3)-and two
RCW visitation levels-prohibited (atlribure 2, level 1) and
pel-mirted (atrribute 2, level 2).
Given the six potential nature park design combinations,
assume that a given visitor has rank ordered them as indicated
in Table I. Once rhe rank orders in Table I have been
converted into U(X) measures (simply, by using the converted form of the rank orders), the incremental contribution
(B,,) of the Ith level of the oth atrribute can be estimated:

pi = w,[(r,, - 1) /(Lo - 1) -OS]

U(X) = B,,-q2 + B,g,; + B,,.v,~

01ticr Ihis co51

(1)

the importance rating assigned to atrribure u
the converted form of the rank order-assigned to level
1 of attribute Q (rank orders of 1.2, and 3 would be
converted, for example, to 3.2, and 1, respectively)

Using ordinary least squares resression, the estimated
coefficients associated with the data in Table 1 are-l .5 (B&
-3.00 (B,,), and 2.33 (B& Then, the part-worths can he
estimated by solving a series of five simultaneous equations
(Jain et al. 1979):
PI 1+ PC + PI.7 -- 0
:
:
..

number of levels associated with attribute a
For example, if a respondent provided the artribure entrance fee with an importance rating of “3,” then the comesponding part-worths for levels SIO, S20, and 530 would be
1 S, 0, and -1.5, respectively. If another respondent provided
an importance rating of “ 1,‘. then the pan-wonhs forentrance
fee would be 0.5, 0, and -0.5.
Phases 1 and 2 are not intended to represent a stand-alone
model (Huber et al. 1993). Rarher, the compositional output
serves as an input into the decompositional component (Phase
3). Prior to describing the AC.4 System’s unique approach to
Phase 3, we will present and discuss the general
decompositional modei.
The Decompositional Method (Traditional Conjoint
Analysis)
The general form of the decompositional model assumes that the utility U(X) for a given nature and recreational park design is the sum of the part-worths contributed by each level of ail attributes being considered by a
visitor (Jain et al. 1979):
132
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(3)

Pzr +p22

. (4)

=o

(5)

pi2 -p,, = B,, =-IS0

(6)

- p, * = B,, = -3.00

c7)

~22 - pzl = Bz2 = 2.33

(8)

f-713

Table 1. Example of conjoint analysis where respondents rankordered six combinations of two attributes.

Combination
A
B
C
D

E
F

Entrance fee (S;)
IO
10
20
20
30
30

RCW colony visit
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes

Rank
3
1.
5
2
6
4

The five esrirnarcd

parI-worrhs

rial nalure and recientional

(p,,),-1.17

associaled with the

park are 1.5 @,,),

-1.5

(p,,),and I.17~~21).71111S,IJS~lll:Equntiol~~2),tf~e

highest rankcti Co~~~bi~ari~~~ jll ‘l‘;~blc I

a IoIal rriiliiy of?.67
\Yhar if ihe

I~;IIUIC

hC if SCVell-;1IlI;hJlC
one)

POtCll-

0 (/>,2),

(x7) \VOkJld

3 haye

lo

thn 2 tW-:lt!l~iblJie

a n d cnch ztrlrihle w;fs composctl o f tlrrec l e v e l s ? Then,

a fOl;li O f 2,187 a~lelll~JliVeS

by the

OiJlpUI

been

part-worths
from Phases 1

layout used in Phase

provided by Green et al. (1991) and Johnson

(1991).

park was perceived

“l”Ot~UCr”(lalheI

lhc previous series of updaled

(which initially is repr-esenred

and 2). IIcrailsofrhc complex resression

(combinalion 13) has

urils (I.5 i 1.17).
ant1 recre;~rional

comparison, and

have 10 bC tcSIed i f :1/l

p o s s i b l e coml~innlions were c o n s i d e r e d (SeeGreen a n d Wind

1975). Clearly. rh~s IS not fe:rsiblc. Insread,the

T h e atrribute levels pr-escnred IO the respondent in Phase
3 arc selecred by a hecrrisric so rhal fhe estimared
i n rhe

difference

utilities o f rhe p a i r s i s m i n i m i z e d , s u b j e c t IO rhe

constraint that rhe array of levels is balanced in an “almost
orrhogonal”

fashion (Gr-een CI al. 1991).

researchercan

on an or~lrogonal main-effect plan in
by definition, [he independent contriburions of all
seven atrributes arc balanced (Green and Wind 197.5). IJsing
an orihogorral main-effect plan constructed by Addelman
(1962), the 2,187 alternatives can be reduced lo 18 cornbina[ions to he rar1ke.d 6y a respondent. Once the part-worth for
each of the three levels for all seven attributes is estimated.
therotal utiliryofartyofthe2,187possibleparkcombina~ions
can be calculared using Equation (2).
Some debarc has surrounded the relative merits of various
techniques-ordinary least squares regression, monotone
resression merhods (such as MONANOVA), logit, and linear
programming-for
estimaring the part-worths (Zinkhan
1982). The findings based on empirical research are mixed.
Jain et al. (1979). for example, found that the logit and linear
programming methods were superior in terms of overall
predictive efficiency. However, for certain data collection
procedures (such as ‘when the designer of the study distinguishes data based on the ranking of an arrayofcombinations
versus a series of paired comparisons) and for selected
validity criteria (such as predicting the single most preferred
or least preferred combination), the other methods were
found.io be equal to or superior to the logit and linear
prosramming methods. A survey of marketing researchers
indicated that ordinary leasr squares regression was the most
commonlyusedesrimationmethod(WittinkandCattin 1989).

use a test design based
which,

The Hybrid Preference Elicitation Method (Adaptive
Conjoint Analysis)
The hybrid method combines ihe output of Phases I and
2 (the compositional component) with a respondent’s
preference rarings reward a series of paired comparisons
(Phase 3, the decompositional component). In our example, the respondent was directed IO reveal her relative
preference on a scale from I (slrongly prefer the alternative presenred on the ieft side of the screen) to 9 (strongly
prefer the alrernarive presented on the right side of the
screen) for each pair of nature and recreational park design
alrernatives presented. A rating of 5 indicates an indifference belween rile pair of alrernarives. Prior to the updating
of pan-worrhs in (his phase, the integer 5 is subtracted
from rhe raw preference rating so that the potential range
of adjusted preference scores is -4 to +4.
A procedure similar in concept to equations (3) - (8) is
used after each paired comparison in Phase 3 to dynamically
update the part-worths. However, the regression layout incorporates the adjusted preference scores, a design matrix
containing dummy variables associated with each pair-wise

Over the last 2 decades, marketing managers have found
conjoin1 analysis to be especially useful for improving their
understanding of consumer behavior toward changes in one
or more of a products’ mulriple attributes (Green and Wind
1975, Gan and Luzar 1993). As will be discussed in rhe next
secrion, many forestry
decisions are also multi-attribute in
nature. Thus, conjoint analysis seems well suited to complement other forestry decision-making tools, especially when
nonmarket attributes are considered relevant. Three major
advantages of using conjoint analysis as a method foranalyzing rhe preferences of forest owners and visitors include the
following:
1.

Conjoint analysis provides a measure of how sensitive a
forest owner or visitor is 10 changes in forest attributes.

2.

The technique is flexible in its ability to assess either the
overall utility provided by an entire bundle of attributes
or the marginal contribution of a single forestry attribute
to an individual’s or group’s utility.

3.

The trade-off aspect of the conjoint analysis process
tends to deepen respondent introspection and generates a
rraii of responses for consistency checks (Johnson et al.
1995).

Potential disadvantages to the technique include the fol1
.
lowing:
One of its core underlying assumptions is that all relevant
artribules can be identified and described. Not only are
individuals heterogeneous relative to their sets of relevant attributes, bur also some forestry-related attributes
such as aesthetics are difficult to describe.
Responding to trade-offs can be “cognitively challenging” to the respondents, especially when they include
unfamiliar anriburcs and a large number of questions
(Johnson et al. 1995).
The technique assumes that interaction effects between
attributes are absent. With conjoint analysis software
packages permitting as many as 30 attributes per study,
inclusion of the maximum number would tend to increase
the likelihood of introducing interaction effects. HOWever, even simple studies can violate the assumption of
independence of attribute effects. For example, if two
SJAF21(4)
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We ~csled adaprive conjoinl analysis for forest managep~oblerns will1 a case study of 30 students in a

~CIII

;?ratj~~;~rc

I)rJsincss

administr-ation

C;troli;~. 7‘llc studems

Nolilr

class’ in Rocky Mount,

were directed lo consider a

prosl~scrive (and Iryl~orliclical)

5,000-acre

private, nature

and rcc,c:~rion;tl park IICZII I’iliehul-sr/Sourllcrn
(:;~Io/~II;I ‘l‘lte cxcrcisc was cllnracrerized
al~pi~c;~liori
lois

r:iiloretI

toiai ~~liliry

lo

Pines, North

as a marketing

tlrc riicasurcmenl of pofenlial visi-

for various design mixes.

7‘he

park was

dcsc~ ibed as follows:

-J-o
ager

atldrcss 111~ iirsl

Uris sire. locn~ed in IIIC s:mdllill re_rion, is iar$y forested
wirh n:jrrtral st:tnds oflort~lcafpinc-including
some that are
over I20 years of a_cc. A number of colonies of the endanzcred redcockndcd woodpecker, or RCW (Picoidcs borco/is). are locared on isolated portions of the wvx The prospecrive park includes a 300-acre, man-made lake stocked with
1135s.
A small fishin: pier, accessible to visiiors. runs into the
I;,k~e. A s:ir~dy i~ach stJrtounds 111e lake; pan of [Ire lake will
be desisnaled as a swirnrning area and will be patrolled by a
lifcpard. ffikinz trails will pcrmir individuals to reach most

IWO po[enriai disadvanrages, the man-

or researcher should rake nreat cart

in selecting

and

the al[riburcs used i: the exercise. A well-designed focus gi oup 01 5111 vey, for- example, mighi be neccsdescribing
Sal y l

o

targcled

giri insi$irs AXJ~ Ilie relevanr arrribuies,

individuals make

how rlre

decisions, and the appropr-iate

sludy (Mercer e t al. 1995).
TJK range of levels incorporated within the study should be
consistent with the ranse of possibilities associated with the
forest resource (Metegr-ano 199 1). For example, consider
again the case in which near-term residual basal area of a
given forest stand is an attribute. Also assume that the stand
contains 100 ft*/ac of basal area and that “clearcutting”
and
“no harvest” ar-e two of the management options being
considered. Then, the appropriate range for this attribute is 0
- 100 fP/ac.
With respect to the third disadvantage, selection of an
appropriate data structure may enable the researcher to include two attributes in a study even though they are linked.
For example, [he. ACA System enables the designer of the
study to identify prohibited pairs of levels. Thus, the respondent would not be asked to consider a paired comparison in
which one or both of the alternatives had infeasible combinations, such as a I-elatively high level of residual timber basal
area linked with a relatively high level of net cash inflows
from a timber sale.
The relative validity associated with the alternative preference elicitation methods (compositional, traditional conjoint analysis, and adaptive conjoint analysis) is an empirical
issue. In the most comprehensive evaluation of the three
methods, Huber et al. (1993). using a consumer product
application, reported that adaptive conjoint analysis predicted choices better than the other two methods when
warmup rasks were not administered to the respondents. With
respect 10 a nature tourism application, Holmes et al. (1996)
found that adaptive conjoint analysis and traditional conjoint
analysis correctly pr-edicted a similar percentage sf mostpreferred trip packages; for the entire sample, both of these
methods outperformed the compositional model. In the next
section, an application of adaptive conjoint analysis to the
measurement of users’ utility for alternative nature and
recreational park designs within a southern pine forest is
presented.
I-angc

1 8 4

o f ievds lo be nsed ii1 rhe
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[‘“‘IS o f the p a r k .
A narure cenler in Ilie park will serve as the site for
displays of local narure-oriented
photographs,an, and literaIUIC. A videorhatdescribesanddepicrsrhel&alecologywill
be shown al the center. Also. the center will serve as the base
for evening lectures.

Directed to assume the perspective of a prospective visi-

that five park designs were under
park design represented a
unique mix of ihe four attributes described in Table 2.
Part-worths, associated with each level of the four
attributes, were estimated for the group using-a-customized routine prepared with the ACA System. The results
are reported in Table 2. Notice that the part-worths are
scaled lo sum 400 utils (i.e., 100 x # amibutes). As
expected, these data suggest the following with respect to
each of the four attributes:
IOI-, students were informed

investigation. Each alternative

Table 2. Part-worths associated with different levels of the 4
attributes of a prospective (and hypothetical) park used as a case
study of adaptive conjoint analysis with 30 graduate students as
respondents.

Attributes
Boar launch (for nonmotorized
waterer&)

Overnight

Tent
Tent &?

RCW colony

No
Yes

Entrance fee

%I0
$20
$30

Sun1

’

accommodations

Level
No
YeS

Gnduare

Part worth
6
8 1
3

cabin

86
11
45
110
58
0
400

business sUcof.s arc frquenrly used as subjects forpresenrine
and resring conjoint analysis approaches (e.g.. Safizadeh 1989, Srinivasan
1988).

.

Table 3. Descriptions and estimated total utilities of 5 alternative park designs based oo adaptive conjoint analysis
with 30 graduate
students as respondents.
Overni~hl
Cornlillalioli

f?Glt

accommodslior~s
visil
Enrmnce
----~R C W colony --.~.-..-. ~~- ..-.fee (Sl,
*
30
No

launcl1

Total-___
ulility -

Yes ‘
YCS

20

20
270

10

247

YCS

30

129

efits when complemented wit11 pr-ofessional

judgment re-

garding forest management alternatives.
To date, only a few studies have applied conjoint analysis
toforestryandothernnturnl
-

A preference for lhe provision of the OppO~tJrli~yto

visit an

problems.

Given

rhe

resource management and policy

importance of nonindustrial private

RCW colony site with a park ranger.

forest land owners in the South, empirical tests of conjoint

A preference for a relatively iow entrance fee (per adult

analysis measures of nonmarket benefits produced by their

visitor) compared lo a relatively high entrance fee. (Given

forests should prove especially fr-uitful. Traditional validity

the obvious nature of lhis

testing(e.g.,Greenet

outcome, the direction of this

relationship is 0 [I~io/ i ranked within the ACA Sysleni.)

al. 1981)ofconjoint

analysisappliedto

actual cases involving nonindustrial private forest owners is
a logical first step.

Using the part-worth

matrix in Table 2 in conjunction

In addition, mcthodolo~ical research in applying conjoint

with the descriptions of rhe five park designs in Table 3,

analysis and its extensions to forestry/natural resource prob-

the sums (i.e., the total utility levels) for each alternative

lems is warranted. As the demand for recreation and other

were tallied (and are shown in Table 3). For this sample of

nontimber outputs from southern forests continues to in-

respondents, park design B provided the greatest utility.

crease, the need for accurate nonmarkCt benefit valuation

Estimated total utility levels

for the park designs are quite

approaches will intensify. In terms of applications to recre-

sensitive to selection decisions for each of the four at-

ation and nature tourism, research examining the potential for

tributes. For example, if the manager of the park were to

combiningconjoint analysis with traditional nonmarket valu-

raise the entrance fee of design N ft-om 520 to 530, then its

ation tools such as the contingent valuation method and travel

estimated total utility level would decrease from 270 to

costanalysismayproveespecially

2 12 utils-less than park design C (247 utils).’

et al. 1994).

Without

additional

inputs,

the

estimated

total

beneficial (see Adamowicz

utility

levels simply provide the park manager with an indication
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